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IMAGE DIMENSIONS DETAILS

REDUCER 2-1/4” W X 75” L (approx) Matchable reducer length is approx. 75”
Longer lengths are available upon request.

Allow for approx. 2-3 weeks lead time from 
order date.

T-MOLDING 1-3/4” W x 75”L (approx.) Matchable t-molding length is approx. 75”
Longer lengths are available upon request.

Allow for approx. 2-3 weeks lead time from 
order date.

ROUND NOSING 4-1/4” W x 1-1/16” H x 75”L 
(approx)

Matchable nosing length is 75”. If you re-
quire a longer length, please note there will 
be a face and seam joint as our products are 
made from our prefinished boards (94” max.)

Allow for approx. 2-3 weeks lead time from 
order date.

SQUARE NOSING 4-1/4”W x 1-1/2”H x 75”L 
(approx.)

Matchable nosing length is 75”. If you re-
quire a longer length, please note there will 
be a face and seam joiint as our products are 
made from our prefinished boards (94” max.)

Allow for approx. 2-3 weeks lead time from 
order date.

VENT Matchable vents are available in one univer-
sal size. This vent can be placed over a 3” x 
10” and 4” x 10” duct opening. The damper 
box needs to be specified to the size of the 
duct opening. No parts extend below the 
frame for ease of installation.

Please specify damper size required in your 
purchase order.

Allow for approx. 2-3 weeks lead time from 
order date.

HARDWOOD
ACCESSORIES



Euro Nosing- Prima XL Vinyl
7”

1 ½”

7/8”

Euro Nosing- Optima Vinyl
3.83”

1 ½”

7/8”

IMAGE DIMENSIONS DETAILS

REDUCER 1-7/8”W x  96” L x 1/2”H Matching stained-to-blend reducers are 
available for our vinyl collection. 
Made from solid calcium carbonate and 
wrapped with a wood veneer.

Allow for 8-10 business days from time 
of order.

T-MOLDING 2”W x 96”L x 3/8”H Matchable t-molding length is approx. 
75”
Longer lengths are available upon 
request.

Allow for 8-10 business days from time 
of order.

ROUND NOSING 2-13/16” W x 96”L x 1-1/16”H Matchable nosing length is 75”. If you 
require a longer length, please note 
there will be a face and seam joiint as 
our products are made from our prefin-
ished boards. *

Allow for 8-10 business days from time 
of order.

SQUARE NOSING 1-7/16”W x 96”L X 1/2”H Matchable nosing length is 75”. If you 
require a longer length, please note 
there will be a face and seam joiint as 
our products are made from our prefin-
ished boards. *

Allow for 8-10 business days from time 
of order.

               PRIMA/PRIMA XL

                OPTIMA

PRIMA / PRIMA XL  
7” W x 48”L x 1.5”H

OPTIMA
3.83”W x 48”L x 1.5”H  

MATCHABLE SQUARE NOSING

Matchable square nosings are made 
from the same material as the vinyl 
flooring to ensure a perfect match. Only 
available in V48” lengths.

Allow for approx. 2-3 weeks lead time 
from time of order date.

 

VINYL
ACCESSORIES


